
Sammamish Community Center Feasibility Study  

Meeting Summary – Public Meeting #1, March 9, 2011 
 
 
Introduction: 
Jessi Richardson, Director of Parks & Recreation introduced the Feasibility Study Project and BRS 
Architecture, the prime consultant from Denver, Colorado. 
 
BRS Architecture introduced their team, consisting of the following attendees: 

- Craig Bouck and Keith Hayes, BRS Architecture, Prime Consultant 
- Ken Ballard, Ballard King Associates, Community Recreation Marketing Specialists 

 
Presentation of the components of a Feasibility Study and national trends of a Community Center : 
Refer to slide presentation posted online 
 
Exercises:  Approximately 60 attendees were divided into 9 teams and asked to comment on 3 topics  

listed below. Scanned responses are included at the end of this summary. 
 

1. What 3 Key elements that define the Quality of Life in Sammamish? 
2. What Characteristics and Qualities distinguish Sammamish from other Seattle suburbs? 
3. What should the Primary Goals for your Community Center be? 

 
Questions: Below is a list of questions from citizens with responses from the consultants. 
 
Q1:    If Sammamish cannot afford a community center is there a plan to building something simple? 
A:      Yes you will have a master plan at the end of the study and it can be phased out. 
 
Q2:    Will the study project the life of the facility? 
A:      Yes, a 5 year modeling is typically done. If adequate funds are not allocated towards maintaining 

the facility, then it will deteriorate. 
 
Q3:   Will the City look into a privately run facility or a partnership? 
A:      Yes 
 
Q4:  Do you have hard data about accessibility to facilities and amenities to help community decide   

what Sammamish needs? 
A:     Ken Ballard addressed public facilities in neighboring cities of Redmond and Issaquah. 
 
Q5:  Will it be one facility? 
A:  Right now we don’t know if we have a project. 
 
Q6:  What is budget for the feasibility study? 
A:     A total of $125,000 
 
Q7:  Will there be a public vote? 
A:     Some form of vote is expected based on the leanings of the City Council. 
 



Q8:  Will this feasibility study look at the studies for Redmond and Issaquah? 
A:     Redmond has four public facilities that are currently being analyzed. Issaquah has looked into 

options to improve the existing Boehm pool or build a new one, but no next steps have been 
identified. 

 
Q9:  Why can’t there be a facility common to Redmond/Issaquah and Sammamish? 
A:  The challenge is where such a facility will be located?  
 
Q10:  When will discussions with focus groups begin? 
A:   Jessi Richardson explained that the focus groups will consist of a random selection from the 

community probably when some initial analysis is complete or concepts are ready to solicit 
input. They will also be used to discuss topics like financing and partnerships. 

 
Q11:  Will there be a survey (statistically valid)? 
A:    Not sure if we will do another one. 
 
Q12:  What percentage of feasibility studies end in projects that actually get built? 
A:   Approximately 25 to 30% 
 
Q13:  We don’t know what everything costs to know if we will be able to afford it. Will our taxes go up  
 and how for long will the community have to support the operational costs? 
A:     It typically takes a couple of years to reach the goals for revenues. 
 
Q14:   Do you as a ‘consultant’ have the ability to encourage/discourage us from what we want for this 

facility with all your expertise. 
A:    Yes 
 
Q15:   Are there any businesses that would be affected by this facility?  Will they be road blocks? 
A:   The intent is to make the process inclusive and to involve these businesses in the process. We 

don’t want to duplicate amenities. 
 
 
Next Steps:  The next public meeting will be held on April 11, 2011. 


























































